
 

Morris Park station at night 

 

The air is thick, the night is dark, and all is quiet at the Morris Park train station on Esplanade 

Avenue, except for a quartet of crackling crickets in the distance and the occasional train that 

rumbles underground making its passage into the open air. No sign of police cars parked outside 

the station or lurking in the shadows and trees along the street. Colt and Slip heave their 

backpacks over their shoulders and sashay through the entrance of the station’s wooden doors. 

The station is dark except for several uncovered light bulbs that dangle from the ceiling. The 

walls are obliterated with tags that, under the dim hue cast by the lights, make them look larger 

than life.  

“I’ll check the conductor booth, make sure no cops hiding in there,” says Colt as he 

creeps over to the empty conductor booth and sneaks a peek inside.  



No one.  

Colts flings the wooden gate open and darts down the steps to the platform. Slip follows. 

Once at the bottom of the stairs on the Uptown side of the, Colt stops, looks around for the Man 

who, occasionally looms in a dark corner waiting for a writer unawares. Slip is huffing and 

puffing by the time he meets up with Colt.  

On the middle tracks, two long rows of trains lay asleep, humming, making an occasional 

rattle and a sound like a balloon letting out air.  

“I’ll check it out first,” Colt pointes his chin towards the tunnel.  

Slip peers into the tunnel and scrunches his eyes like a blind man. “Go for it.” 

Colt strolls to the end of the platform and listens like for any sign of life: the woosh of 

spray paint, kick of a can, crunch of paper, walkie-talkies. Slip saunters close behind ready to 

start painting but stays put. Ten minutes passes. No sign of Colt. Slip gets nervous and leaps onto 

the tracks and bounces into the tunnel. Careful not to make noise, Slip listens for Colt. Nothing. 

Slip thinks he sees someone to the left just behind a divider wall, but isn’t sure. He stops, listens. 

The tracks creak and crack. Signal lights on the tunnel wall are green. He hadn’t paid them 

attention! Then he hears it. Scratching. A soft rumbling. He whips his head around. The train’s 

headlights are so close on him he is sure he must have been spotted.  

“How could I not hear the train pull into the station,” he mumbles to himself. The train is 

moving slowly through the tunnel. Only work trains or one filled with police ready to conduct a 

raid travels thit slow. Slip ducks behind a wall. The train inches along to Pelham Parkway. The 

faint smell of Rusto whisks past Slip as the train pulls air with it. Colt is piecing just ahead.  

 “What the—” Slip yells at Colt. 

“What? I just wanted to get this clean panel. I was gonna getcha.”  



“I was waiting over there and—” 

“I just wanted to—” 

“Just wanted what … you always pull that—” 

“Whatever.”  

Slip plops his bag of paint on the gravel adjacent the tracks, pulls out a can of silver, fits 

it with a fat cap and begins his first stroke of an S.  

“What you are doing,” asks Colt, filling in his C. 

“I’m doing a throw-up, top-to-bottom.” Slip continues with a long sweep of his arm.  

“Nah, man, don’t do a throw-up. Let’s do this style together … check out what I have 

drawn up.” 

“No.” Slip continues painting.  

 

 

COLT, SLIP 1980  

 

Colt stops painting and walks over to Slip. “Look, man. This’ll be bad if we hook it up 

together. We do the same letters, blend tan and yellow, orange outline, thick black shadow—” 



“Orange outline?! What! C’mon.”  

“I’m telling you—” 

“You do that style, I’ll rock my own.” 

“John, this will look hot.” Colt walks back to his piece nodding his head. “Whatever, 

man.  

Slip stops painting, stares at his throw-up then gives a furtive glance to Colt. “All right, 

let me check out your outline.” 

Colt smiles, winks, and hands it to him.  

“Orange outline,” Slip mumbles to himself walking back to his side of the panel. “Oh, 

come on, another bubble letter … never mind, man, never mind,” Slip throws up his hands then 

starts a new outline. 

Ten minutes later Colt check’s on Slip’s stuff. “That’s it, Johnny Boy, lookin’ good.”  

“Yeah, yeah, just pass me that tan, would ya’.”  

“I don’t have any more. Just use something similar.”  

“What’s that right there?” Slip points to a can sitting on the rail.  

“That’s just in case I need it for touchups—” 

Slip raises his voice, “Touchups! You told me you wanted to match. What the f—” 

Just then they both froze.  

“You heard that?” 

“Walkie-talkies!”  

They both take cover. Colt peeps through the divider wall. 

“Yo, transit cops coming straight at us. Let’s grab our stuff and book!”  



They stuff their backpacks with their paint and duck under the train. They crouch 

between both layups and scan the uptown and downtown tracks. Walkie-talkies blare in the 

distance, police shuffle on both sides of the tracks. The police look like rabid dogs hunting their 

next meal. 

Colt looks at Slip and signals to start moving. They move fast and as quietly as possible.  

Once out of the tunnel, Slip checks the uptown platform for cops, Colt checks the 

downtown platform.  

“Psst,” Colt motions to know what’s up.  

Slip moves his head back and forth and whispers, “No one.”  

At the mouth of the tunnel they see fresh throw-ups from other writers, their cans 

abandoned in a neat row on the third rail.  

“Must have been chased or just ran when they heard the walkies,” says Slip.  

Colt lifts the full cans off the third rail and crams them into his pack.  

 “Yo.” Colt point to more cans sitting on top of a sand box.  

Slip grabs the cans from on top of the sand box. “Federal Purple, Cascade Green!”  

Curious, Slip lifts the top of the sand box and slaps the sand around. His hand brushes 

against some metal and plastic. Like Indiana Jones uncovering the Lost Ark, Slip uncovers 

eleven shiny cans of Rust-Oleum.  

“Jackpot,” he whispers and pulls them out of the sand fast and furious.  

The walkie-talkies turn into faint echoes as they walk between the layups towards Janel 

Towers with their newfound paint.  

Colt stops just past the Brady Avenue overpass. “Let’s do some throw-ups,” he says 

reaching for Slip’s paint. 



Slip yanks his bags away. “You got your own paint. Get outa here!” 

“Don’t be so cheap … I always turn you onto—” 

“Cheap? Turn me onto what? I—” 

“I always feed you, turn you onto herb, let you—” 

“What? You’re the stingiest mother—” 

Just then Colt spotted them, three guys sprinting towards them. 

“Yo, you motherfuckers took our paint, get back here,” they’re yelling.   

“Let’s book,” Colt grabs his bags and darts under the train.  

Slip follows. 

They both run uptown on the downtown tracks, not thinking that cops might still be at the 

station. The others guys follow in hot pursuit. Colt reaches the platform first and snatches a 

bottle from the trash and hurls it into the dark tracks as Slip jumps the short steps onto the 

landing. They barrel through the platform, fumble up the two flights of steps to the station, and 

tumble onto the streets. The guys chasing them don’t dare step into the neighborhood. As the 

clock strikes 3:25 a.m., Slip and Colt hoof it from Paulding Avenue to Neill Avenue to Radcliff 

Avenue. Slip turns into his apartment by P.S. 83 schoolyard. Colt continues on, makes a right 

onto Morris Park Avenue and struts to his crib just south of Bronxdale Avenue.  

Just another night at Esplanade. Tomorrow night they’ll do it all again.  


